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Abstract: To develop communication simulator over wired network by modifying UDP protocol. The scope of work is 

to improvise the reliability, latency of system during data (like text, audio, video) transfer to make it work for real time 

applications. A communication system for robotics application should allow fast exchange of real-time data for low 

level robot control and large amount of data for high level algorithms like intelligent vision or map building. Ethernet 

seems to be the perfect candidate for the low level communication interface because of its large diffusion; high 

bandwidth and low cost .Real time system are being use increasingly in control applications such as in automobiles, 

aircraft and process control. Real-time communication protocols are designed in order to satisfy basic requirements of 
these systems such as reliability, safety and in time message delivery. Time update of real-time data is crucial 

requirement of such critical systems which has to be facilitated by these protocols. RDM (Round Data Mailer) and 

RDM+ are two new protocols that have been designed to fulfill the requirements of distributed real-time systems. The 

project is useful to achieve real time application in many things like audio, video communication. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fast and reliable communications is a basic requirement 

in almost all modern applications, but the real time 

systems take it to extreme and require real time responses 

from the network. In some cases, the requirements are so 

tough that may require special hardware to achieve 

desired performance. During the last decade, new 

technologies have emerged to support the growing 

demand, but their prices are high and availability is low. 
As a result, most of the systems are still using TCP/IP 

protocols stack over Ethernet backbone. Moreover, most 

of the programmers are still developing with well-known 

synchronous sockets API. This article explores usage of 

these dominating technologies in the real time systems 

and shows how to design and develop communications 

within such systems. In particular, it proposes reliable 

protocol over UDP transport layer that gains less than 

one millisecond average round trip time (RTT) and 

processes dozens of thousands of messages every second 

at each and every port in network.  

Most earlier work in the area of supporting real-time 
communication over Ethernet focused on modifying the 

Ethernet MAC sub-layer so that a bounded channel-

access time may be achieved, thus making hard real time 

communication possible. These approaches are very 

costly compared to the widely-used current Ethernet 

standard. In the quest for real-time communication over 

Ethernet, several techniques were developed and used by 

both industry and academia, some of which are briefly 

referred to in this section, grouped according to their 

main features. CSMA/CD based protocols achieve real-

time behavior over shared Ethernet relying solely on the 
original CSMA/CD contention resolution mechanism [1], 

taking advantage of the fact that the probability of 

collision between concurrent nodes is closely related to 

the traffic properties such as the bus utilization factor, 

message lengths and burstiness. In CSMA/CD 

mechanism, when an application requests for a frame and 

if at that time bus is free then only the network interface 

cards (NICs) carry out frame transmission. As soon as  

 
 

transmission is started, NICs continue sensing the bus for a 

time slot to detect a collision. If it occurs, all the stations 

abort the ongoing transmission, issue a jamming signal, and 

wait for a random time interval before repeating the 

process. An exponentially increasing wait time is used to 

reduce the probability of chained collisions on heavy loaded 

networks.  
 

Real time networking is a non-easy task, so before move 
any further, system connectivity requirements must be 

analyzed. The right way to do it is to map and classify 

traffic in the system. First classification to be made is 

messages sizes and their latency requirements. In many 

cases, these two parameters are sufficient to choose 

transport protocols and network topology. 
 

We would be dealing with two modules for the real time 

communication as mentioned below:  

Human machine interface (HMI) is the unit that is 

responsible for displaying the interface to interact with the 

ROV via System Module.  
 

Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) receives the messages 

from Communication Module and perform required task. 
 

As packet transmission using TCP takes much time we are 

going to use UDP transmission, but UDP transmission is 

not reliable. So, we need to exploit UDP and make it 

reliable to fulfill the following features: Low Latency, 

Receive and deliver message to application as soon as 

possible, Send application message as soon as possible, 
Reliability, Avoid losing Message, In case of lost message, 

detect and recover it (retransmission of the message). 
 

II. PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 

Sending Module: 

When the sending operation is performed by application, 

the protocol engine does the following. First it assigns ID to 

the message and passes it to the sending module which, in 

turn, transmits the message to its destination. Then it adjusts 
retransmission time out to the message and pushes it into 

queue of acknowledge pending messages (there is queue per 
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channel).Whenever retransmission time out of the 

message expires, the protocol engine retransmits the 

message (hands it over to the sender module) and sets a 
new time out for the message. If acknowledge is 

received, the protocol engine is notified about it by 

receiver module. It examines the acknowledge pending 

messages and if acknowledge ID matches one of them, it 

removes the message from the queue and notifies 

application about successful delivery of the message (if 

application requested such notification). Figure 3.1 

shows flow chart of outgoing messages processing in 

protocol engine. The idea is quite simple. In order to 

know if message has arrived to its destination, it must be 

acknowledged by the receiver. The sender is storing the 
message in its memory as long as it is waiting for 

acknowledge. Once it gets acknowledge, the message can 

be discarded. In case the message is not acknowledged 

during some period of time, it must be retransmitted. 

The UDP-RT protocol defines maximum message delay 

as a time that application permits for message delivering. 

Message latency is the actual time that it takes to transmit 

message; its value depends on network hardware and 

peers operating systems behavior. We assume that the 

maximum message delay is significantly bigger than 

average message latency and there is enough time for 

retransmissions. As a result, the timeout value of the 
retransmission timer becomes the most important 

parameter in the protocol configuration. To set a 

reasonable retransmission timeout, sender calculates 

average message RTT. 

It writes timestamp into message header and receiver 

copies the timestamp into corresponding ACK message, 

so the sender can calculate the RTT upon acknowledge 

receiving. Given the average RTT, the retransmission 

timeout could be set to average (RTT) +, where a 

compensation for RTT jitter is. Since the distribution of 

messages RTT-s could be considered as normal, the 
could be set to 2*, which covers over 97the average RTT 

retransmission model works well as long as number of 

channels is relatively small and losses of messages are 

sporadic over time and channels. 
 

 
Fig 1: Message Retransmission Timer 

 

Since the distribution of messages RTT-s could be 

considered as normal, the could be set to 2*, which 

covers over 97the average RTT retransmission model 
works well as long as number of channels is relatively 

small and losses of messages are sporadic over time and 

channels. Indeed, if some random message is lost, the 

protocol will retransmit it after average (RTT) + timeout. 

Now consider a situation where message is lost over and 
over again. Once it exceeds its maximum message delay 

value, the protocol should not attempt to retransmit the 

message and, instead, proceed according to the message 

dropping policy setting. The setting allows application to 

configure the UDP-RT behavior for expired messages; the 

protocol can either silently discard these messages or 

declare system failure. By default, sender is starting DATA 

messages ID-s from zero and assigns IDs to the following 

messages in increasing order. The receiving side propagates 

the ID along with the message to the application. 
 

 
 

Fig 2:  Resetting Message Numbering 
 

The application may reset the counter to any value any 

time. The reset feature is usually used by application to start 

new processing sequence or prevent messages ID overflow. 

When application asks to reset ID counter, the protocol 

engine discards all acknowledge pending messages and 

waits enough time to allow the system to clean itself up 

from already sent messages. The waiting time is defined by 

reset waiting time channel setting. Then the sender issues 

RESET message. The receiver cleans up the heap of 

received messages and resets receiving ID counter to the 

requested value. The RESET message is acknowledged in 
the same way as DATA messages. The RESET command is 

also propagated to receiving application, so the application 

could properly handle the RESET notification. For 

example, it may request RESET from its protocol engine 

and, thus, reset traffic in both directions on the given 

channel. 
 

 
Fig 3: Receiving Module 
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Fig 4: Sending module 

 

Receiving Module: 

The receiver module passes received messages to the 

protocol engine. If this is an acknowledge message then 
it is processed as described in the previous section. If this 

is a data message then the protocol engine must 

acknowledge it. So it generates acknowledge message 

and passes it to the sender module. Then it stores the 

received message till it is requested by application. 
 

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Develop a real time communication protocol simulator: 

Simulating a communication module with features like 

Simplifies debugging and testing makes it economically 

feasible. Improving and enhancing communication 

features like: Latency, Reliability. Main objective to be 

achieved are:  Simulate a protocol engine, Decrease 

latency to avoid delays, Increase reliability. 
 

UDP modify reason? 

To add features like: Packet loss detection, 

retransmission of lost packets, acknowledgement, 

ordering of messages, maintaining Message priority. 

By modifying UDP, we will be giving the UDP features 

of TCP thereby keeping the features of UDP. So, we can 

provide real time constraint for the message being 

transferred from the sending module to receiving module. 

We proposed the idea of making the UDP reliable along 

with its speed which it already delivers in communication 
between two modules.    
 

UDP modify? 

Assign priorities to messages, Implement sequencing of 

packets, Implement acknowledgement queue, Implement 

sending queue, Implement receiving queue. 

Maintain a priority queue at ROV: If two commands 

receive at the same time, execute one with lower priority. 

If lost packet arrive at same time.  

 
Fig 5: Remotely Operated Vehicle 

 

 
Fig 6: Human Machine Interface 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

To develop communication simulator over wired network 

by modifying UDP protocol. The scope of work is to 

improvise the reliability, latency of system during data (like 

text, audio, video) transfer to make it work for real time 

applications. 
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